
More than 2 licenses - please call.P
value.Second site license - 70% of regular retail softwareFor separate databases

Add On Site Licenses

$500.00To customize a label to the client’s specs.Custom labels for the QL320 Printer

Are available. Please ask your dealer for more infoCustomizations of the BarcodeGatewayC
Customizations M

Required to receive upgrades - 25% of purchase List price*Maintenance & Support yearly renewals*
$1,250.0025 % of retail value of Barcode Gateway softwareShop Floor Control  Interface
$1,250.0025 % of retail value of Barcode Gateway softwareJams Interface
$1,250.0025 % of retail value of Barcode Gateway softwareBlaster Module License

$1,250.0025 % of retail value of Barcode Gateway softwareRemote Order Entry Module 

$5,937.5025 % of retail value of Barcode Gateway softwareBarcode Gateway Software/25 User
$5,250.0025 % of retail value of Barcode Gateway softwareBarcode Gateway Software/20 User

$4,687.5025 % of retail value of Barcode Gateway softwareBarcode Gateway Software/15 User
$3,625.0025 % of retail value of Barcode Gateway softwareBarcode Gateway Software/10 UserP
$2,062.5025 % of retail value of Barcode Gateway softwareBarcode Gateway Software/5 User
$1,387.5025 % of retail value of Barcode Gateway softwareBarcode Gateway Software/3 User U

Mandatory 1st. Year with initial purchase./25% of retail pricing/Yearly Maintenance & Support Plans**M
*Barcode Gateway User license purchased applies.

$5,000.00Exists as an add on to the Barcode GatewayShop Floor Control  Interface*

$5,000.00Exists as an add on to the Barcode GatewayJams Interface*

$5,000.00Exists as an add on to the Barcode GatewayRemote Order Entry Module* 

$5,000.00Exists as an add on to the Barcode GatewayBlaster Module* 

ADD ON Software Licenses

Add User licenses: $950.00 each (26 Users & up)

$23,750.00
License includes all modules except Remote Order
Entry,Blaster,JAMS interface & SFC interface.Barcode Gateway Software/25 User

Add User licenses: $1050.00 each (21 - 24 Users)

$21,000.00
License includes all modules except Remote Order
Entry,Blaster,JAMS interface & SFC interface.Barcode Gateway Software/20 User

Add User licenses: $1250.00 each (16 - 19 Users)

$18,750.00
License includes all modules except Remote Order
Entry,Blaster,JAMS interface & SFC interface.Barcode Gateway Software/15 User

Add User licenses: $1450.00 each (11 - 14 Users)

$14,500.00
License includes all modules except Remote Order
Entry,Blaster,JAMS interface & SFC interface.Barcode Gateway Software/10 User

Add User licenses: $1650.00 each (6 - 9 Users)

$8,250.00
License includes all modules except Remote Order
Entry,Blaster,JAMS interface & SFC interface.Barcode Gateway Software/5 User

Add User licenses: $1850.00 each (4 Users)

$5,550.00
License includes all modules except Remote Order
Entry,Blaster,JAMS interface & SFC interface.Barcode Gateway Software/3 User

RetailDescriptionsSoftware Licenses Barcode Gateway

Gulfstream’s Barcode Gateway for Dynamics SL 

Retail Software List January 2022
All Barcode Gateway software prices are in U.S. Dollars and are subject to applicable taxes.  Prices are 
subject to change without notice.  Please note:The Barcode Gateway is sold through Microsoft’s partners.
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   Barcode Gateway Software Info

 The Barcode Gateway uses one (1) Microsoft Dynamics SL User License.  In order to use the
Barcode Gateway, Dynamics SL must be running, the correct database logged into on the
workstation and the Barcode Gateway must also be running.  Users will log into the Barcode
Gateway when they power up the hand held laser scanning devices in the warehouse.

 One company in a database is accessed at a time.  The Barcode Gateway is not multi-user.  If it is
necessary to write to two companies or databases at the same time,  it will require another license of
the Barcode Gateway be purchased and set up on another workstation.  Then, just as above,
Dynamics SL must be running and logged into the company/database to be affected.  

 The Barcode Gateway allows many Users to be set up but the number of Users able to use the
Barcode Gateway concurrently is dependent on the license that was purchased.

 The Barcode Gateway is installed on a dedicated workstation somewhere on the network. This
workstation can be used for other processes such as the Process Manager but should not be used
for regular data entry.  The Barcode Gateway software should not be installed on a server. The
workstation hardware specs are the same as the recommended specs for Dynamics SL workstation.  

 This solution is wireless.  This is not a ‘Batch’ solution.  If your operation makes it necessary for the
users to go out of range of the Access Point, please talk to your dealer or Gulfstream about the
possibility of using the Blaster module which can simulate a batch solution.

 The Access Point - ‘transmitter/receiver’ - is placed in a strategic place(s) in the warehouse (usually
the ceiling) and is cabled into the network.  The user scans the items using the recommended
hardware, the transactions are picked up by the Access Point which sends the information to the
Barcode Gateway through the network.  The Barcode Gateway prepares a batch in the Dynamics SL  
module they are working in.

 Remote warehouses can easily be accommodated.  Each remote site would have at least one
scanner and an Access Point.  The warehouse would have to be able to communicate with the
central location via a WAN.  The Barcode Gateway would also use the same communication. This
would only require one (1) license of the Barcode Gateway as long as there was only one
company/database that needs to be written to at any given time. 

 Software and manuals are provided by e-mail and links to Gulfstream’s FTP site.  Initial and further
upgrades/updates and manuals are provided easily and quickly.  The MS Partner can access
everything the client is entitled to. The manuals are provided in the Help section of the BG.
                                          

Site Evaluations

Based on the size, configuration, warehouse construction material, personnel numbers as well as other
variables, the number of guns, accesspoints and antennas that will provide the best coverage for each
location can be determined. A site evaluation is not always necessary but can be arranged through  
Symbol.  Please ask for more information on that. However, in consultation with our staff, it can be
decided how many Access Points would be needed.  We would recommend the number of Access Points
based on sq.footage and other variables described above and the placement of the Access Point would
be done the first day of implementation through a mini-site survey.

Recommendations

While there are basic minimum requirements, there are also choices that can optimize an installation.
We recommend using the hardware choices in our Hardware Retail Price List. We have tested our
software using them and confirm that it works. We also recommend that the end user purchase a
minimum of two guns and two access points/antennas to ensure redundancy.  While the Motorola Symbol
hardware that the Barcode Gateway utilizes is the top industry standard, if there are any problems your
operation would be at a standstill until a replacement unit could be accessed.  

For more information, please contact your MS Partner or Gulfstream Computer Services.
                 Sales@gulfstream.ca or Toll Free @: 877-377-6604

Gulfstream’s Barcode Gateway for Dynamics SL 
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